Abstract. In this chapter we survey two topics that have recently been investigated in frame theory. First, we give an overview of the class of scalable frames. These are (finite) frames with the property that each frame vector can be rescaled in such a way that the resulting frames are tight. This process can be thought of as a preconditioning method for finite frames. In particular, we: (1) describe the class of scalable frames; (2) formulate various equivalent characterizations of scalable frames, and relate the scalability problem to the Fritz John ellipsoid theorem. Next, we discuss some results on a probabilistic interpretation of frames. In this setting, we: (4) define probabilistic frames as a generalization of frames and as a subclass of continuous frames; (5) review the properties of certain potential functions whose minimizers are frames with certain optimality properties. The chapter is based on a lecture given by
Introduction
This chapter is devoted to two topics that have been recently investigated within frame theory: (a) frame preconditioning methods investigated under the vocable scalable frames, and (b) probabilistic methods in frame theory referred to as probabilistic frames. Before getting to the details on each of these topics we briefly review some essential facts on frame theory and refer to [15, 42, 50, 51] for more on frames and their applications. In all that follows we restrict ourselves to frames in R N .
1.1. Review on finite frame theory.
If, in addition, each ϕ k is unit-norm, we say that Φ is a unit-norm frame. The set of frames for R N with M elements will be denoted by F(M, N ), and simply F if M and N are fixed. In addition, we shall denote the subset of unit-norm frames by F u (M, N ), i.e.,
∈ F(M, N ) : ϕ k 2 = 1 for k = 1, . . . , M . We shall investigate frames via the analysis operator, L, defined by
. The synthesis operator is the adjoint L * of L and is defined by
It is easily seen that the canonical matrix associated to L * is the N ×M matrix whose k th column is the frame vector ϕ k . As such we shall abuse notation and denote this matrix by Φ again. Consequently, the canonical matrix associated with L is simply Φ T , the transpose of Φ.
The frame operator S = L * L is given by
x, ϕ k ϕ k , and its matrix will be denoted (again) by S with S = ΦΦ T .
The Gramian (operator) of the frame is defined by
In fact, the Gramian in an M × M matrix whose (i, j) th entry is ϕ j , ϕ i .
⊂ R M is a frame if and only if S is a positive definite matrix on R M . In this case,
is also a frame, called the canonical dual frame, and, for each x ∈ R N , we have
x,φ k ϕ k .
A frame Φ is a tight frame if we can choose A = B. In this case the frame operator is simply a multiple of the identity operator. To any frame Φ = {ϕ k } M k=1 ⊂ R M is associated a canonical tight frame given by
If Φ is a tight frame of unit-norm vectors, we say that Φ is a finite unit-norm tight frame (FUNTF). In this case, the reconstruction formula (1.1) reduces to
x, ϕ k ϕ k .
FUNTFs are one of the most fundamental objects in frame theory with several applications. Other chapters in this volume will delve more into FUNTFs. The reconstruction formulas (1.3) and (1.2) are very reminiscent of the expansion of a vector in an orthonormal basis for R d . However, due to the redundancy of frames, the coefficients in these reconstruction formulas are not unique. But the "simplicity" of these reconstruction formulas makes the use of tight frames very attractive in many applications. This in turn, spurs the need for methods to characterize and construct tight frames.
A major development in this direction is due to Benedetto and Fickus [7] who proved that for each Φ = {ϕ k } M k=1 ⊂ R N , such that ϕ k = 1 for each k, we have
where FP(Φ) is the frame potential. The bound given in (1.4) is the global minimum of FP and is achieved by orthonormal systems if M ≤ N , and by tight frames if M > N . Casazza, Fickus, Kovačević, Leon and Tremain [16] extended this result by removing the condition that the frames are unit norm. In essence, these results suggest that one may effectively search for FUNTFs by minimizing the frame potential. In practice, techniques such as the steepest-descent method can be used to find the minimizers of the frame potential [17, 59] . For other related results on the frame potential we refer to [33, 46] , and [15, Chapter 10] . The frame potential and some of its generalization will be considered in Section 3.
Construction of FUNTFs has seen a lot of research activities in recent years and as a result a number of construction methods have been offered. Casazza, Fickus, Mixon, Yang and Zhou [18] introduced the spectral tetrix method for constructing FUNTFs. This method has been extended to construct all tight frames, [19, 34, 55] . There have also been other new insights in the construction of tight frames, leading to methods rooted in differential and algebraic geometry, see [12, 13, 69, 68] . Some of these methods will be introduced in some of the other chapters on this volume.
1.2. Scalable frames. While these powerful algebro-geometric methods can construct all tight frames with given vector lengths and frame constant, they have not been able to incorporate any extra requirement. To put it simply, constructing application-specific FUNTFs involves extra construction constraints, which usually makes the problem very difficult. However, one could ask if a (non) tight frame can be (algorithmically) transformed into a tight one. An analogous problem has been investigated for decades in numerical linear algebra. Indeed, preconditioning methods are routinely used to convert large and poorly-conditioned systems of linear equations Ax = b, into better conditioned one [9, 36, 43] . For example, a matrix A is (row/column) scalable if there exit diagonal matrices D 1 , D 2 with positive diagonal entries such that D 1 A, AD 2 , or D 1 AD 2 have constant row/column sum, [6, 36, 47, 48, 66] . Matrix scaling is part of general preconditioning schemes in numerical linear algebra [9, 43] .
One of the goals of these notes is to survey recent developments in preconditioning methods in finite frame theory. In particular, we describe recent developments in answering the following question: Question 1.2. Is it possible to (algorithmically) transform a (non-tight) frame into a tight frame?
In Section 2, we outline a convex geometric approach that has been proposed to answer this question. For example, we consider the case of solving Question 1.2 using some classes of scaling matrices to transform a non-tight frame into a tight one. More specifically, we give an overview of recent results addressing the following problem. Question 1.3. Is it possible to rescale the norms of the vectors in a (non-tight) frame to obtain a tight frame?
Frames that answer positively Question 1.3 are termed scalable frames, and were characterized in [52] , see also [54] . This characterization is operator-theoretical and solved the problem in both the finite and the infinite dimensional settings. More precisely, in the finite dimensional setting, the main result of [52] characterizes the set of non scalable frames and gives a simple geometric condition for a frame to be non scalable in dimensions 2 and 3, see Section 2.2. Other characterizations of scalable frames using the properties of the so-called diagram vector ( [41] ) appeared in [25] . We refer to [14] for some other results about scalable frames.
1.3. Probabilistic frames. While frames are intrinsically defined through their spanning properties, in real euclidean spaces, they can also be viewed as distributions of point masses. In this context, the notion of probabilistic frames was introduced as a class of probability measures with finite second moment and whose support spans the entire space [29, 30, 32] . Probabilistic frames are special cases of continuous frames as introduced by S. T. Ali, J.-P. Antoine, and P.-P. Gazeau [1] , see also [35] .
In Section 3, we consider frames from this probabilistic point of view. To begin we note that probabilistic frames are extensions of the notion of frames previously defined. Indeed, consider a frame, Φ = {ϕ k } M k=1 for R N and define the probability measure
where δ x is the Dirac mass at x ∈ R N . It is easly seen that the second moment of µ Φ is finite, i.e.,
and the span of the support of µ Φ is R N . Thus, each (finite) frame can be associated to a probabilistic frame. We shall present other examples of probabilistic frames associated to Φ in Section 3. By analogy to the theory of finite frame, we shall say that a probability measure on R N with finite second moment is a probabilistic frame if the linear span of its support is R N . It is known that the space P 2 (R N ) of probability measures with finite second moments can be equipped with the (2-)Wasserstein metric. In this setting, many questions in frame theory can be seen as analysis problems on a subset of the Wasserstein metric space P 2 (R N ). In Section 3 we introduce this metric space and derive some immediate properties of frames in this setting. Moreover, this probabilistic setting allows one to use non-algebraic tools to investigate questions from frame theory. For instance, tools like convolution of measures has been used in [32] to build new (probabilistic) frames from old ones.
One of the main advantages in analyzing frames in the context of the Wasserstein metric lies in the powerful tools available to solve some optimization problems involving frames using the framework of optimal transport. While we will not delve into any details in this chapter, we point out that optimization of functionals like the frame potential can be studied in this setting. For example, C. Wickman recently showed that a potential function that generalizes Benedetto and Fickus's frame potential can be minimized in the Wasserstein space using some optimal transport notions [81] . In the last part of the lecture, we shall focus on a family of potentials that generalize the frame potential and present a survey of recent results involving their minimization. In particular, this family includes the coherence of a set of vectors, which is important quantity in compressed sensing [70, 78, 80] , as well as a functional whose minimizers are, in some cases, solutions to the Zauner's conjecture [62, 83] .
Though we shall not elaborate on these here, it is worth mentioning that probabilistic frames are related to many other areas including: (a) the covariance of matrices multivariate random vectors [57, 63, 64, 76, 75] ; (b) directional statistics where there are used to test whether certain data are uniformly distributed; see, [31, 58] ; (c) isotropic measures [37, 61] , which, as we shall show, are related to the class of tight probabilistic frames. We refer to [32] for an overview of other relationships between probabilistic frames and other areas.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of the recent developments on scalable frames or preconditioning of frames. In Section 3 we deal with probabilistic frames and outline the recently introduced Wasserstein metric tools to deal with frame theory.
Preconditioning techniques in frame theory
Scalable frames are frames Φ = {ϕ k } M k=1 for R N for which there exist nonnegative scalars
is a tight frame. Scalable frames were first introduced and characterized in [52] . Both infinite and finite dimensional settings were considered. In this section, we only focus on the latter giving an overview of recent methods developed to understand scalable frames. The results that we shall describe give an exact characterization of the set of scalable frames from various perspectives. However, the important and very practical question of developing algorithms to find the weights {c k } that make the frame tight will not be considered here, and we refer to [23] for a sample of results on this topic. Similarly, when a frame fails to be scalable, one could seek to relax the tightness condition and seek an "almost scalable frame". These considerations are sources of ongoing research and will not be taken upon here. Finally, it is worth pointing out a very interesting application of the theory of scalable frames to wavelets constructed from the Laplacian Pyramid scheme [44] . The rest of this section is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 we define scalable frames and derive some of their elementary properties. We then outline a characterization of the set of scalable frames in terms of certain convex polytopes in Section 2.2. This characterization is preceded by motivating examples of scalable frames in dimension 2. In Sections 2.3 and 2.4 we give two other equivalent characterizations of scalable frames. The first of these characterizations has geometric interpretation, while the second one is based on Fritz John's ellipsoid theorem.
2.1. Scalable frames: Definition and Properties. The following definitions of scalable frames first appeared in [52, 53] :
in R N is called scalable, respectively, strictly scalable, if there exist nonnegative, respectively, positive, scalars
is a tight frame for R N . The set of scalable frames, respectively, strictly scalable frames, is denoted by SC(M, N ), respectively, SC + (M, N ).
Moreover, given an integer m with
is said to be mscalable, respectively, strictly m−scalable, if there exist a subset Φ I = {ϕ k } k∈I with I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , M }, #I = m, such that Φ I = {ϕ k } k∈I is scalable, respectively, strictly scalable.
We denote the set of m-scalable frames, respectively, strictly m-scalable frames in
When the integer m is fixed in a given context, we will simply refer to an m−scalable frame as a scalable frame. The role of the parameter m is especially relevant when dealing with frames of very large redundancy, i.e., when M/N 1. In such a case, choosing a "reasonable" m such that the frame is m−scalable could potentially lead to sparse representations for signals in R N . In addition, the problems of finding the weights that make a frame scalable as well as determining the smallest m such that a given frame is m− scalable have been considered in [21, 14] . We shall give more details about this question in Section 2.2.
We now point out some special and trivial examples of scalable frames. When M = N , a frame Φ is scalable if and only if Φ is an orthogonal set. Moreover, when M ≥ N , if Φ contains an orthogonal basis, then it is clearly N −scalable. Thus, given M ≥ N , the set SC(M, N, N ) consists exactly of frames that contains an orthogonal basis for R N . So from now on we shall assume without loss of generality that M ≥ N + 1, that Φ contains no orthogonal basis, and that ϕ k = ±ϕ for = k.
Given a frame Φ ⊂ R N , assume that Φ = Φ 1 ∪ Φ 2 where
k (N ) < 0}. In other words, Φ 1 consists of all frame vectors from Φ whose N th coordinates are nonnegative. Then the frame Φ = Φ 1 ∪(−Φ 2 ) = {ϕ (1) k }∪{−ϕ (2) k } has the same frame operator as Φ. In particular, Φ is a tight frame if and only if Φ is a tight frame. In addition, Φ is scalable if and only if Φ is scalable with exactly the same set of weights. Note that the frame vectors in Φ are all in the upper-half space. Thus, when convenient we shall assume without loss of generality that all the frame vectors are in the upper-half space, that is
is scalable. Consequently, we might assume in the sequel that we work with frames consisting of unit norm vectors.
We now collect a number of elementary properties of the set of scalable frames in R N . We refer to [52, 53] for details. 
Remark 2.3. We point out that part (iii) of Proposition 2.2 is equivalent to saying that Φ is not scalable if one can find an orthogonal transformation T on R N such that T (Φ) is not scalable.
Besides these elementary properties, a study of the topological properties of the set of scalable frames was considered in [52, 53] . In particular, 
2.2.
Convex polytopes associated to scalable frames. We now proceed to write an explicit formulation of the scalability problem. From this formulation a convex geometric characterization of SC(M, N ) will follow. To start, we recall that Φ denote the synthesis operator associated to the frame Φ = {ϕ k } 
where X is the diagonal matrix with the weights x k on its main diagonal if k ∈ I and 0 for k / ∈ I, and I N is the N × N identity matrix. Moreover,
By rescaling the diagonal matrix X, we can assume thatÃ = 1. Thus, (2.1) is equivalent to solving
To gain some intuition let us consider the two dimensional case with M ≥ 3. In particular, let us describe when Φ = {ϕ k } M k=1 ⊂ S 1 is a scalable frame. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
This is equivalent to
y k sin θ k cos θ k = 0, and using some row operations we arrive at
in the kernel of the matrix whose k th column is cos 2θ k sin 2θ k . Notice that the first equation is just a normalization condition. We now describe the the subset of the kernel of this matrix that consists of nontrivial nonnegative vectors. Observe that the matrix can be reduced to
Example 2.5. We first consider the case M = 3. In this case, we have 0 = θ 1 < θ 2 < θ 3 < π, and the (2.4) becomes (2.5) 1 cos 2θ 2 cos 2θ 3 0 sin 2θ 2 sin 2θ 3 .
If there exists an index k 0 ∈ {2, 3} with sin 2θ k 0 = 0, then θ k 0 = π/2 and the corresponding frame contains an ONB and, hence is scalable.
(i) Moreover, if k 0 = 2, then 0 = θ 1 < θ 2 = π/2 < θ 3 < π. In this case, the fame is 2− scalable but not 3− scalable, i.e., the frame is in SC + (3, 2, 2)\SC (3, 2, 3) . This is illustrated by Figure 1 .
By symmetry (with respect to the y axis) we conclude again that the fame is 2− scalable but not 3− scalable. Assume now that θ k = π/2 for k = 2, 3. If θ 3 < π/2, then the frame cannot be scalable. Indeed, u = (z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) belongs to the kernel of (2.5) if and only if (2.6)
where z 3 ∈ R. The choice of the angles implies that z 2 z 3 ≤ 0 and z 1 z 3 ≤ 0 with equality if and only if z 3 = 0. This is illustrated by Figure 2 . Similarly, if 0 = θ 1 < π/2 < θ 2 < θ 3 < π, then the frame cannot be scalable.
On the other hand if 0 = θ 1 < θ 2 < π/2 < θ 3 < π, then it follows from (2.6) z 1 > 0 and z 2 > 0 for all z 3 > 0 if and only if θ 3 − θ 2 < π/2. Consequently, when 0 = θ 1 < θ 2 < π/2 < θ 3 < π the frame Φ ∈ SC + (3, 2, 3) if and only if 0 < θ 3 − θ 2 < π/2. This is illustrated by Figure 3 . Example 2.6. Assume now that M = 4. Then we are lead to seek nonnegative non-trivial vectors in the null space of 1 cos 2θ 2 cos 2θ 3 cos 2θ 4 0 sin 2θ 2 sin 2θ 3 sin 2θ 4 .
If there exists an index k 0 ∈ {2, 3, 4} with sin 2θ k 0 = 0, then θ k 0 = π/2 and the corresponding frame contains an ONB. Consequently, the frame is scalable. In particular,
(1) When k 0 = 2, the null space of the matrix is described by where z 2 , z 4 ∈ R. Note that z 3 ≤ 0, with equality only when z 4 = 0, in which case z 3 = 0 and the frame will be 2−scalable, but not m−scalable for m = 3, 4. This is illustrated by the left figure in Figure 4 . (2) If instead, k 0 = 3, then a similar argument shows that
where z 3 , z 4 ∈ R. Any choice of z 4 > 0 will result in z 2 > 0. If we choose θ 4 − θ 2 < π/2, then z 3 ≥ 0 will lead to a 3− scalable frame or a 4−scalable frame. If instead, θ 4 −θ 2 ≥ π/2 we can always choose z 3 > 0 and large enough to guarantee that z 1 > 0, hence Φ will be 4−scalable. 
where z 3 , z 4 ∈ R. A choice of z 3 , z 4 ≥ 0 will lead to a scalable frame if at least z 1 ≥ 0 or z 2 ≥ 0. For example, Figure 5 shows a scalable frame. But in this case we could also get non scalable frame, see Figure 6 . The implication here is that the scalability of the frames depends on the relative position of the frame vectors (hence) the angles θ k . This will be made rigorous in Section 2.3. More generally in this two dimensional case, we can continue this analysis of the transformation given by the matrix (2.4) to characterize when Φ = {ϕ k } M k=1 is scalable. From the figures shown in Examples 2.5 and 2.6, it is clear that some geometric considerations are involved. Before elaborating more on these geometric considerations in Section 2.3, we now consider the general case M ≥ N ≥ 2. In particular, we follow the algebraic approach given in the two-dimensional case, by writing out the equations in (2.2) and collecting all the diagonal terms one the one hand, and the nondiagonal terms on the other, we see that for a frame to be m-scalable it is necessary and sufficient that there exists u = (c T with u 0 := #{u k :
which is a solution of the following linear system of
We can further reduce this linear system in the following manner. We keep all the equations with homogeneous right-hand sides, i.e., those coming from the non diagonal terms of (2.2). There are N (N − 1)/2 such equations. The remaining N equations come from the diagonal terms of (2.2), and their right hand-sides are all 1. We can use row operations to reduce these to a new set of N linear equations the first of which will be
For k = 2, . . . , N , the k th equation is obtained by subtracting row 1 from row k leading to
is a normalization condition, indicating that if Φ can be scaled with y = (y j ) M j=1 ⊂ [0, ∞), then it can also be scaled by λy for any λ > 0. Thus, ignoring this condition and collecting all the remaining equations, we see that Φ is m-scalable if and only if there exists a nonnegative vector u ∈ R M with u 0 ≤ m such that
where
. . .
and 
In the two dimensional case the map F reduces to
However, in all the previous examples we considered instead the more geometric map :
It is readily seen that F (Φ) and F (Φ) have exactly the same kernel. In fact the map F carries the following geometric interpretation. Let L θ be a line through the origin in R 2 which makes an angle θ with the positive x−axis with θ ∈ [0, π]. Then the image of L θ by F is the line L 2θ that makes an angle 2θ with the positive x− axis. That is, F just rotates counterclockwise the line L θ by an angle equal to θ.
In the two dimensional case we exploited the geometric meaning of the map F or F to describe the subset of nonnegative vectors of the nullspace of F (Φ). More generally, to find nonnegative vectors in the nullspace of the matrix F (Φ) we can appeal to one of the formulation of Farkas lemma: (i) The system of linear equations Ax = 0 has a nontrivial nonnegative solution x ∈ R M , i.e., all components of x are nonnegative and at least one of them is strictly positive.
(ii) There exists y ∈ R N such that y T A is a vector with all entries strictly positive.
Applying this in the two dimensional case, we see that for the frame to be scalable, the second alternative in Farkas's lemma should not hold. That is there must exist no vector in R 2 that lies on "one side" of all the vectors F (ϕ k ) for k = 1, 2, . . . , M . We illustrate this by the following figures:
We make the following observation about the first alternative of Lemma 2.8. If
Without loss of generality we may assume that M k=1 x k = 1, in which case the condition is equivalent to 0 being a convex combination of the column vectors of A. Thus, having a nontrivial nonnegative vector in the null space of A is a statement about the convex hull of the columns of A.
Motivated by the geometric intuition we gained from the two-dimensional setting and to to effectively use Farkas's lemma, we introduce a few notions from convex geometry, especially the theory of convex polytopes, and we refer to [67, 79] for more details on these concepts. For a finite set X = {x i } M k=1 ⊂ R N , the polytope generated by X is the convex hull of X, which is a compact convex subset of R N . In particular, we denote this set by P X (or co(X)), and we have
The affine hull generated by X is defined by
We have co(X) ⊂ aff(X). The relative interior of the polytope co(X) denoted by ri co(X), is the interior of co(X) in the topology induced by aff(X). We have that ri co(X) = ∅ as long as #X ≥ 2, and
The polyhedral cone generated by X is the closed convex cone C(X) defined by
The polar cone of C(X) is the closed convex cone C • (X) defined by
The cone C(X) is said to be pointed if C(X) ∩ (−C(X)) = {0}, and blunt if the linear space generated by C(X) is R N , i.e., span C(X) = R N . Using Proposition 2.7, we see that Φ is (m−)scalable if there exists
This is equivalent to saying that 0 belongs to the polyhedral cone generated by F (Φ I ) = {F (ϕ k )} k∈I . Without loss of generality we can assume that k∈I λ k = 1 which implies that 0 belongs to the polytope generated by F (Φ I ) = {F (ϕ k )} k∈I . Putting these observations together with Lemma 2.8 the following results were established in [53, Theorem 3.9] . In the sequel, we shall denote by [K] the set of integers {1, 2, . . . , K} where K ∈ N. The details of the proof of this result can be found in [53, Theorem 3.9] . We point out however, that the equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from considering co(F (Φ I )) which is the polytope in R N generated by the vectors {F (ϕ k )} k∈I . By removing the normalization condition that the 1 norm of the weights making a frame scalable is unity, Theorem 2.9 can be stated in terms of the polyhedral cone C(F (Φ)) generated by F (Φ). This is the content of the following result which was proved in [53 • is empty.
The map F given in (2.8) is related to the diagram vector of [41] , and was used in [25] to give a different and equivalent characterization of scalable frames which we now present. We start by presenting an interesting necessary condition for scalability in both R N and C N proved in [25, Theorem 3.1]:
for at least one k.
As pointed out in [25] the condition in Theorem 2.11 is also sufficient only when N = 2. We wish to compare this result to the following theorem that give a necessary and a (different) sufficient condition for scalability in R N , and these two conditions are necessary and sufficient only for N = 2. (a) (A necessary condition for scalability ) If Φ is scalable, then (2.9) min
(b) (A sufficient condition for scalability ) If (2.10) min
then Φ is scalable.
Clearly when N = 2 the right hand sides of both (2.9) and (2.10) coincide leading to a necessary and sufficient condition.
Observe that (2.9) is equivalent to the fact that for each unit vector d ∈ R N , there exists k = 1, 2, . . . , M such that
which is different from the condition in Theorem 2.11.
We can now present the characterization of scalable obtained in [25, Theorem 3 .2] and which is based on the Gramian of the diagram vectors. More precisely, for each v ∈ R N , we define the diagram vector to be the vectorṽ ∈ R N (N −1) given by
where the difference of the squares v 2 (i)−v 2 (j) and the product v(i)v(j) occur exactly once for i < j, i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. Using this notion, the following result was proved: 
When a frame Φ = {ϕ
is a tight frame. The nonnegative vector ω = {c 
2.3.
A geometric condition for scalability. The two dimensional case we examined earlier (Example 2.5 and Example 2.6) indicates that a frame is not scalable when the frame vectors "cluster" in certain "small" plane regions. In fact, broadly speaking, the frame is not scalable if its vectors lies in a double cone C ∩ (−C) with a "small" aperture. This was formalized in Theorem 2.9 and Corollary 2.10. We can further exploit these results to give a more formal geometric characterization of scalable frames.
To begin, we rewrite (iii) of Theorem 2.9 in the following form. For
Consequently, fixing h ∈ R d , F (x), h is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2 in x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N . Denote the set of all polynomials of this form by P N 2 . Then P N 2 can be identified with the subspace of real symmetric N × N matrices whose trace is 0. Indeed, for each N ≥ 2, and each p ∈ P N 2 ,
we have p(x) = Q p x, x , where Q p is the symmetric N × N -matrix with entries
Thus, F (x), h = Q h x, x = 0 defines a quadratic surface in R N , and condition (iii) in Theorem 2.9 stipulates that for Φ to be scalable, one cannot find such a quadratic surface such that the frame vectors (with index in I) all lie on (only) "one side" of this surface. By taking the contrapositive statement we arrived at the following result that was proved differently in [52, Theorem 3.6] . In particular, it provides a characterization of non-scalability of finite frames, and we shall use it to give a very interesting geometric condition on the frame vectors for non-scalable frames. To derive the geometric condition for non-scalability we need some set up. It is not difficult to see that each symmetric N × N matrix Y in (iii) of Theorem 2.15 corresponds to a quadratic surface. We call this surface a conical zero-trace quadric. The exact definition of such quadratic surface is We define the interior of the conical zero-trace quadric in (2.13), by
and the exterior of the conical zero-trace quadric in (2.13) by
It is then easy to see that Theorem 2.15 is equivalent to the following result established in [ The geometric meaning of this result is best illustrated by considering frames in R 2 and R 3 , in which case the sets C N for N = 2, 3, have very simple descriptions given in [52] . For our purposes here it suffices to say that each set in C 2 is the boundary surface of a quadrant cone in R 2 , i.e., the union of two orthogonal one-dimensional subspaces (lines through the origin) in R 2 . The sets in C 3 are the boundary surfaces of a particular class of elliptical cones in R 3 . We give examples of sets in C N N = 2, 3 in Figure 9 (a) and (b).
We can now state the following corollary that give a clear geometric insight into the set of non-scalable frames. In particular, the frame vectors cannot lie in a "small cone". 
Scalable frames and Fritz John theorem.
The last characterization of scalable frames we should discuss is based on Fritz John's ellipsoid theorem. Before we state this theorem, we recall from Section 2.2 that given a set of points
is the polytope generated by Y . Given an N × N positive definite matrix X and a point c ∈ R N , we define an N -dimensional ellipsoid centered at c as
where B is the unit ball in R N . We recall that the volume of the ellipsoid is given by Volume(E(X, c)) = (det(X)) −1/2 ω N , where ω N is the volume of the unit ball in R N . A convex body K ⊂ R N is a nonempty compact convex subset of R N . It is wellknown that for any convex body K with nonempty interior in R N there is a unique ellipsoid of minimal volume containing K; e.g., see [71, Chapter 3] . We refer to [4, 5, 40, 45, 71] for more on these extremal ellipsoids. Fritz John ellipsoid theorem [45] gives a description of this ellipsoid. More specifically: 
where ∂K is the boundary of K and S N −1 is the unit sphere in R N . In particular, the points u k are contact points of K and S N −1 .
Observe that (ii) of Theorem 2.19 can be written as
which is equivalently to saying that the vectors {u k } m k=1 form a scalable frame. The difficulty in applying this theorem lies in the fact that determining the contact points u k and the "multipliers" λ k is an extremely difficult problem. Nonetheless, we can apply this result to our question since we consider the convex body generated by the frame vectors, in which case these contact points are subset of the frame vectors. In particular, to apply the Fritz John theorem to the scalability problem, we consider a frame Φ ∈ F u (M, N ) of R N consisting of unit norm vectors. We define the associated symmetrized frame as
, and we denote the ellipsoid of minimal volume circumscribing the convex hull of the symmetrized frame Φ Sym by E Φ and refer to it as the minimal ellipsoid of Φ. Its 'normalized' volume is defined by Remark 2.21. Given a unit-norm frame Φ, the number V Φ defined above is one of a few measures of scalability introduced in [22] . These are numbers that measure how close to being scalable a frame Φ is. For example, if for a given Φ, V Φ < 1, then the farther away from 1 it is, the less scalable is Φ. Thus V Φ along with these other measure of scalability can be used to define "almost" scalable frames. We refer to [22] for details.
Using the geometric characterization of scalable frames by V Φ one can define the following equivalence relation on F u (M, N ): Φ, Ψ ∈ F u (M, N ) are equivalent if and only if V Φ = V Ψ . We denote each equivalence class by the unique volume for all its members. Specifically, for any 0 < a ≤ 1, the class
. This also allows a parametrization of F u (M, N ):
3. Probabilistic frames Definition 1.1 introduces frames from a linear algebra perspective through their spanning properties. However, frames can also be viewed as point masses distributed in R d . In this section we survey a measure theoretical, or more precisely a probabilistic, description of frames. In particular, in Section 3.1 we define probabilistic frames and collect some of their elementary properties. In Section 3.2 We define the probabilistic frame potential and investigate its minimizers. We generalize this notion in Section 3.3 to the concept of p th frame potentials and discuss their minimizers. Probabilistic analogs of these potentials are considered in Section 3.4. This section can be considered as a companion to [32] where many of the results we stated below first appeared.
Definition and elementary properties.
Before defining probabilistic frames we first collect some definitions needed in the sequel.
Let P := P(B, R N ) denote the collection of probability measures on R N with respect to the Borel σ-algebra B. Let
be the set of all probability measures with finite second moments. Given µ, ν ∈ P 2 , let Γ(µ, ν) be the set of all Borel probability measures γ on R N ×R N whose marginals are µ and ν, respectively, i.e., γ(A × R N ) = µ(A) and γ(R N × B) = ν(B) for all Borel subset A, B in R N . The space P 2 is equipped with the 2-Wasserstein metric given by
It is known that the minimum defined by (3.1) is attained at a measure γ 0 ∈ Γ(µ, ν), that is:
We refer to [2, Chapter 7] , and [77, Chapter 6] for more details on the Wasserstein spaces.
Definition 3.1. A Borel probability measure µ ∈ P is a probabilistic frame if there exist 0 < A ≤ B < ∞ such that for all x ∈ R N we have
The constants A and B are called lower and upper probabilistic frame bounds, respectively. When A = B, µ is called a tight probabilistic frame.
It follows from Definition 3.1 that the upper inequality in (3.2) holds if and only if µ ∈ P 2 . With a little more work one shows that the lower inequality holds whenever the linear span of the support of the probability measure µ is R N . Assume that µ is a tight probabilistic frame, in which case equality holds in (3.2). Hence, choosing x = e k where {e k } N k=1 is the standard orthonormal basis for R N leads to
Therefore,
Consequently, for a tight probabilistic frame µ, A = M 2 (µ) 2 N . These observations can are summarized in the following result whose proof can be found in [32] Theorem 3.2. [32, Theorem 12.1] A Borel probability measure µ ∈ P is a probabilistic frame if and only if µ ∈ P 2 and E µ = R N , where E µ denotes the linear span of supp(µ) in R N . Moreover, if µ is a tight probabilistic frame, then the frame bound is given by
We now consider some examples of probabilistic frames.
N is a frame if and only if the probability measure µ Φ,a = M k=1 a k δ ϕ k supported by the set Φ is a probabilistic frame. (c) By symmetry consideration one also shows that the uniform distribution on the unit sphere S N −1 in R N is a tight probabilistic frame [30, Proposition 3.13] . That is, denoting the probability measure on S N −1 by dσ we have that for all x ∈ R N ,
In the framework of the Wasserstein metric, many properties of probabilistic can be proved. For example, if we denote by P (A, B) the set of probabilistic frames with frame bounds 0 <≤ B < ∞, then the following result was proved in [82, Proposition 1]:
Other results including a probabilistic treatment of the frame scalability problem also appeared in [82] . Furthermore, in [81] an optimal transport approach to minimizing a frame potential that generalizes the Benedetto and Fickus potential was developed. In the process, the smoothness (in the Wasserstein metric) of this potential was derived.
Probabilistic frames can be analyzed in terms of a corresponding analysis operator and its adjoint the synthesis operator. Indeed, let µ ∈ P be a probability measure. The probabilistic analysis operator is given by
Its adjoint operator is defined by
and is called the probabilistic synthesis operator, where the above integral is vectorvalued. The probabilistic frame operator of µ is
and one easily verifies that
is the canonical orthonormal basis for R N , then
is the (i, j) entry of the matrix of second moments of µ. Thus, the probabilistic frame operator is the matrix of second moments of µ. Consequently, the following results proved in [32] follows. Furthermore, µ is a probabilistic frame if and only if S µ is positive definite.
If µ is a probabilistic frame then S µ is invertible. Letμ be the push-forward of µ through S −1
In particular, given any Borel set B ⊂ R N we havẽ
Equivalently,μ can be defined via integration. Indeed, if f is a continuous bounded function on R N ,
In fact,μ is also a probabilistic frame (with bounds 1/B ≤ 1/A) called the probabilistic canonical dual frame of µ. Similarly, when µ is a probabilistic frame, S µ is positive definite, and its square root exists. The push-forward of µ through S
for each Borel set in R N . The properties of these probability measures are summarized in the following result. We refer to [32, Proposition 12.4] and [32, Proposition 12.5] for details. Proposition 3.6. Let µ ∈ P be a probabilistic frame with bounds 0 < A ≤ B < ∞. Then:
(a)μ is a probabilistic frame with frame bounds 1/B ≤ 1/A. (b) µ † is a tight probabilistic frame.
Consequently, for each x ∈ R N we have:
and (3.4)
R N x, y y dµ
It is worth noticing that (3.3) is the analog of the frame reconstruction formula (1.1) while (3.4) is analog of (1.2) .
In the context of probabilistic frames, the probabilistic Gram operator, or the probabilistic Gramian of µ, is the compact integral operator defined on L 2 (R N , µ) by
It is immediately seen that G µ is an integral operator with kernel given by K(x, y) = x, y , which is continuous and in
, where µ ⊗ µ is the product measure of µ with itself. Consequently, G µ is a trace class and Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Moreover, for any f ∈ L 2 (R N , µ), G µ f is a uniformly continuous function on R N . As well-known, G µ and S µ have a common spectrum except for the 0. In fact, in the next proposition we collect the properties of G µ : While new finite frames can be generated from old ones via (linear) algebraic operations, the setting of probabilistic frames allows one to use analytical tools to construct new probability frames from old ones. For example, it was shown in [32] when the convolution of a probabilistic frame and a probability measure yields a probabilistic frames. The following is a summary of some of the results proved in [32] . (a) Let µ ∈ P 2 be a probabilistic frame and let ν ∈ P 2 . If supp(µ) contains at least N + 1 distinct vectors, then µ * ν is a probabilistic frame. (b) Let µ and ν be tight probabilistic frames. If R N ydν(y) = 0, then µ * ν is also a tight probabilistic frame.
3.2. Probabilistic frame potential. One of the motivations of probabilistic frames lies in Benedetto and Fickus's characterization of the FUNTFs as the minimizers of the frame potential (1.4). In describing their results, they motivated it from a physical point of view drawing a parallel to Coulomb's law. It was then clear that the notion of frame potential carries significant information about frames, and can be viewed as describing the interaction of the frame vectors under some "physical force." This in turn partially motivated the introduction of a probabilistic analog to the frame potential in [29] . Furthermore, the probabilistic frame potential that we introduce below, can be viewed in the framework of other potential functions, e.g., those investigated by Björck in [10] . In this section we review the properties of the probabilistic frame potential investigating in particular its minimizers. The framework of the Wasserstein metric space (P 2 , W 2 ) also offers the ideal setting to investigate this potential and certain of its generalizations. While we should not report of this analysis here, we shall nevertheless introduce certain generalizations of the probabilistic frame potential whose minimizers are better understood in the context of the Wasserstein metric spaces.
But we first start with the definition of the probabilistic frame potential.
Definition 3.9. The probabilistic frame potential is the nonnegative function defined on P and given by
for each µ ∈ P.
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the above definition:
Proposition 3.10. Let µ ∈ P, then PFP(µ) is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the probabilistic Gramian operator G µ , that is
Furthermore, if µ ∈ P 2 , (which is the case when µ is a probabilistic frame) then we have PFP(µ) ≤ M 4 2 (µ) < ∞. We recall from Definition 3.1 that µ is a tight probabilistic frame if
for all x ∈ R N . Integrating this equation with respect to x leads to
It turns out that this value is the absolute lower bound to the probabilistic frame potential.
Theorem 3.11. [32, Theorem 3] Let µ ∈ P 2 be such that M 2 (µ) = 1 and set E µ = span(supp(µ)), then the following estimate holds
where n is the number of nonzero eigenvalues of S µ . Moreover, equality holds if and only if µ is a tight probabilistic frame for E µ . In particular, given any probabilistic frame µ ∈ P 2 with M 2 (µ) = 1, we have PFP(µ) ≥ 1/N and equality holds if and only if µ is a tight probabilistic frame.
The proof of this result can be found in [32, Theorem 3] . Recently, a very simple and elementary proof of the last part of the result was given in [?, Theorem 5] . Furthermore, in [81] an optimal transport approach to minimizing a modification of the probabilistic frame potential was considered and showed great promise to analyze other potential functions in frame theory. Moreover, this approach has a natural numerical part that could be used as a gradient descent-type method to numerically find the minimizers of the PFP and its generalization.
3.3. The p th frame potentials. The techniques used to prove Theorem 3.11 can be used to investigate the minimizers of other related potential functions, especially when there are defined for probability measures supported on compact sets, such as on the unit sphere. In this section, we define a family of (deterministic) potentials and describe their minimizers. The probabilistic analogs of these results will follow in the next section.
To motivate our definition, we recall the following result due to Strohmer and Heath [70] , and we refer to [80] for historical perspectives on this result. 
, and equality hold if and only if Φ is a FUNTF such that
when k = . Furthermore, equality can hold only when M ≤
A FUNTF that satisfies (3.8) is termed an equiangular tight frame (ETF). Note that the left-hand side of (3.7) can be viewed as a potential function of Φ. Indeed, this is the so-called coherence of Φ that we shall defined for reasons to be evident later as
In fact, FP ∞,N (Φ) as well as the frame potential F P given in (1.4) are members of the family of the p th frame potentials defined by:
Definition 3.13. Let M be a positive integer, and 0 < p < ∞. Given a collection of unit vectors Φ = {ϕ k } M k=1 ⊂ S N −1 , the p-frame potential is the functional
When, p = ∞, the definition reduces to
It is clear that FP p,M and its minimizers are also functions of N , the dimension of the underlying space. However, to keep the notations simple, we shall not make explicit the dependence on N , unless it is necessary.
The case p = 2 corresponds to the frame potential F P given in (1.4). As mentioned above, FP ∞,M (Φ) is the coherence of Φ and plays a key role in compressed sensing [3, 27, 28, 38, 73] . Moreover, for fixed M , the minimizers of FP ∞,M are called Grassmanian frames [8, 70] . By using continuity and compactness arguments one can show that given M, N, FP ∞,M always has a minimum [8, Appendix] . The challenge is the construction of these Grassmanian. In [8] constructions of Grassmanians were considered for N = 2 and M ≥ 2, and for N = 3 when M ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}. The ideas used in these constructions are based on analytical interpretation of some geometric results obtained in [72] . The general question of constructing the minimizers of FP ∞,M for N ≥ 3 and M ≥ 6 is still a mostly open question.
Even more, minimizing FP p,M is an extremely difficult problem as one needs to deal with both p, M, and the ambient dimension N . Some results on the minimizers as well as the value of the minimum as a function of the involved parameters were proved in [29] . Before summarizing some of these results we consider the special case where M = 3, N = 2 and seek the minimizers of 
with equality if and only if Φ = {ϕ k } 3 k=1 ⊂ S 1 is a FUNTF. A minimizer of FP 2,3 is the MB-frame which is pictured below:
When p = ∞,
with equality if and only if Φ = {ϕ k } 3 k=1 ⊂ S 1 is an ETF. But what happens for other values of 2 = p ∈ (0, ∞)? This was partially answered in [29] for 0 < p ≤ 2 and recently the case p ≥ 2 was settled [84] . Before giving more details on this case, we first collect a number of generic results about the minimizers of FP p,M when M ≥ N ≥ 2 and p ∈ (0, ∞]. is an equiangular FUNTF.
In the special case when N = 2, part (c) of the proposition becomes: , the hypothesis of (c) above holds. That is, for any Φ = {ϕ k } However, when N ≥ 3, it is still unknown if the hypothesis of Proposition 3.14 (c) holds, and it was conjectured in in [29] that with p 0 given in (c),
with equality if and only if Φ = {ϕ k } N +1
k=1 is an orthonormal basis plus one repeated vector or an equiangular FUNTF.
Using Corollary 3.15 one can compute (2) .
The graph of µ p,3,2 when p ∈ (0, ∞) is given in Figure 11 . Figure 11 . Graph of µ p,3,2 when p ∈ (0, 4).
One can ask about of µ p,M,2 for other values of M. It follows from Proposition 3.14 (b) that µ p,M,2 = 2k 2 for all p ∈ (0, 2] whenever M = 2k is an even integer. For p > 2 or odd M some numerical simulations were considered in [84] . For example, the following graphs (Figures 12 and 13 ) of µ p,M,2 for M ∈ {4, 6} were obtained.
For M = 5 the numerical results suggest that the graph of µ p,5,2 is as given in 14. Finally, we plot the behavior of µ p,M,2 as a sequence in M when p ∈ (0, 4) is shown in Figure 15 .
For integer values of p, the minimizers of FP p,M have been investigated in connection with the theory of spherical designs [26, 74] . Definition 3.16. Let t be a positive integer. A spherical t-design is a finite subset for all homogeneous polynomials h of total degree equals or less than t in N variables and where σ denotes the uniform surface measure on S N −1 normalized to have mass one.
It is easy to see that any spherical t−design is also a spherical t −design for all positive integers t ≤ t. Spherical 2−designs are exactly FUNTFs whose center of mass is at the origin. More precisely we have: We refer to [26] , [74, Theorem 3.2] for details on the proof of the above proposition. Recalling that FUNTFs minimize the frame potential, it is not surprising that spherical t-designs also minimize a potential. In particular, 
and equality holds if and only if
is a spherical p-design. 3.4. Probabilistic p frame potential. The p th frame potential can be viewed in light of mass distributions on the unit sphere. It is therefore natural to look at it from a probabilistic point of view. This motivates the the introduction of the larger family of potential called probabilistic p-frame potential.
For p ∈ (0, ∞) set where µ ranges over all positive Borel measures with µ(F ) = 1. It turns out that the techniques used in [10] to maximize I F (µ) can be extended to understand the minimizers of PFP(µ) when µ is restricted to a probability measure on the unit sphere S N −1 in R N . In particular, it was proved in [29, Theorem 4.9] that when restricted to probability measures µ supported on the unit sphere of R N and when 0 < p < 2, then the minimizers of PFP(µ, p) are discrete probability measures. Furthermore, the support of such minimizers contains an orthonormal basis B and is contained in the set ±B. More specifically we have: Theorem 3.20. [29, Theorem 4.9] Let 0 < p < 2, then the minimizers of (3.11) over all the probability measures supported on the unit sphere S N −1 are exactly those probability measures µ that satisfy (i) there is an orthonormal basis {e 1 , . . . , e N } for R N such that {e 1 , . . . , e N } ⊂ supp(µ) ⊂ {±e 1 , . . . , ±e N }
(ii) there is f : S N −1 → R such that µ(x) = f (x)ν ±x 1 ,...,±x N (x) and
where the measure ν ±x 1 ,...,±x N (x) represent the counting measure of the set {±x i : i = 1, . . . , N }.
Theorem 3.18 shows that the minimizers of FP p,M when p = 2k is an even integer, are exactly spherical p−designs. In view of this fact, one can ask whether the minimizers of PFP have some special "approximation" properties. This partially motivates that following definition in which we denote by M(S N −1 , B) the space of all Borel probability measures supported on S N −1 . We call µ a tight probabilistic p-frame if and only if we can choose A = B.
By symmetry considerations, it is not difficult to show that the uniform surface measure σ on S N −1 is always a tight probabilistic p-frame, for each 0 < p < ∞. In addition, observe that we can always take B = 1 in (3.12). Thus to determine if a probability measure µ on S N −1 is a probabilistic p−frame one must focus on establishing the lower bound in the above definition. When p = 2 this definition reduces to that of probabilistic frames introduced earlier. In fact, more is true:
Lemma 3.22. [29, Lemma 4.5] If µ is probabilistic frame, then it is a probabilistic p-frame for all 1 ≤ p < ∞. Conversely, if µ is a probabilistic p-frame for some 1 ≤ p < ∞, then it is a probabilistic frame.
The analogy between tight probabilistic p-frames and spherical t−designs can now be made explicitly as one can show the following result which is an analog of Theorem 3.18. More specifically, the result below shows that tight probabilistic p-frames are the minimizers of the probabilistic frame potential (3.11) when restricted to probability measures supported on S N −1 , and when p is an even integer: , and equality holds if and only if µ is a tight probabilistic p-frame.
By combining Theorem 3.18 and Theorem 3.23 we can conclude that when p = 2k there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the class of spherical p−designs and the class of discrete tight probabilistic p−frames. More specifically, every spherical p−design supports a discrete measure µ which is a tight probabilistic p-frame. This is summarized in the following proposition: The question then becomes how to construct tight probabilistic p-frames. When restricted to discrete measures and when p = 2k is an even integer, this problem is equivalent to constructing spherical p−designs. This is a difficult problem with known solutions only for certain values of p, M, and N . Of course, and as shown in Section 2 the special case when p = 2 leads to the FUNTFs. The analytics methods developed in [81] are new promising techniques that could be used to investigated in general the minimizers of PFP(µ) when µ ranges over the probability measures on S N −1 and p > 0.
